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ISSUES IN THE CO-ORDINATION OF POST-SECONDARY,EDUCATION

INTRODUCTION . .

o

The aim of this paper is te raise and explore' selected key issues
..

..concerning the co-ordination of'Australian post-secondary education.

Although ale responsibilities of' .this Enquiry relate

1 to South-Australis5-this paper approaches the problems of co-ordination.-

from a.national (though not national government)-perspective. This is

done deliberately., In vies4 of the current major involvement of both
, . -

federal and state* governmeniS.in postsecondary-education, the' assumption
-

is made that the problems of co-ordination in poitzsecondary education.

. within 'any one state cannot be tackled in isolation, and that at least

in the first instance it Can be of value toapproach the problems -of

co-ordinatistn from a national viewpoint. ,However, specific reference is
_

made in various places in. the paper to the Sodth Australian.scene or to.'

possible options to, be considered within South Australia..

The term post-secondary education is used here synonomously with he

term higher'education, It is employed to cover all foreal_poSt-school

education and relited-actilvities carried on in or by educational'insti-
. :

tutions. Thus .the main focus is universities, colleges of..advanced

education and technical aid, further eduCation colleges.' "Bu as well,, on .

'the basis of our definition, we should include.eirening Collsies such*ai

those that operate in New South Wales; adult ediYeation activities carried

on by government'and non.agOvernment agencies other than universities,

colleges of advanced ecUication.(CAEs), lechnical.and further education
. .

4 (IAFE)'colleges andagenCies; and a number of post7School'institutioni
.

which offer credit courses*(and sometimes-non-credit as well) and which

at present are not included in the university, CAE or TAFE.,,sectors7
1

In-

diseussing the co-ordination of.post-sicondary'education, there ;is a

I .Post-school institutions at present not included by the federal
government in university, CAE,and TAFE.sectors include both government
institutions (stch as the School of Music and the School of Art in Canberra,'

. the Film and Television-School in. Sydney, the Darwin Community College, and
a number of agricultural'colleges operated by state government departments) ..

:and non-government institutions (such' as chirrct-related.teathers colleges .

and at least one agricultural college).
.

.0
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temptation to think -exclusively in terms of those.instiLutions which

at present are in the'three sectors recognised by the Commonwealth

Government for funding purposes and whi6h come under the new Tertiary
-

'Education Commission.

. The paper generally aims. to raise issues and alternatives, rather.
.

than to recommend particular administrative- arrangements or lines' of

:action. It.is not basically concerned with the detail of present.---

arrangements at state and national levels, nor withthe current division

of responsibilities'between federal-and state goyernmentS.

Co-ordination is a key problem area around which revolve many of the-
t -

most importantvractical questions concerning the organisation and .'control

Of public post-secondary education' systems, and relations betLeen govern-

ment/and universities and colleges. Yet in this country there has.heen.

comparatively little informed public discussion and debete of many of the

substantive issues, although presumably,discussionS dOtheleissues have

often been held in particular Co-ordinating agencies and ip some government

departments. .Sometimes discussions have gone on.in univelsities_and

colleges, but generally these have been decidedly fromthe viewpoint of
/ /universities and colleges, and often in relation to particular percev0

threats to institutional, independence.

One problem in explorini the area of-Co-ordination in Australian:

; .post - secondary ,education is that there is little substantial literature:2

This is probably not surpriiing, as at least in some se4es the current'

. . .
. .

2 The Australian literature to'date consists mainly of.papers-and scripts
ofpublic lectures, some of which ereextremeiythqughtful'and Useful. The
most important of these are P.R. Partridge, 'The University-Government :

_. Relationship' in A Report on the Conference on the Role andAesponsibilities _
. of Governirk &dies, Auttralian National Usliversity,Canberra, _1969; Sir.
..John C'awford, The University and Government, Robert\Garran Memorial LeCture,./.
Canberra, 1969'; S.G. Goldstein, 'The Victoria Institute-of,Ceileges - an
nquiry', The AustraliadJournal of Education, Vol. 13,' No. 2, October 1.969;
Phillip Lew, 'ProbleMs in the Co-ordinationof CAEs, Universities' and
Teachers Colleges in Australia', paper presented tosection 22, ANZAAS
Congress, Brisbane, 1971, and 'Co-operation in Non-Uniliersity Tertiary
Education', The South Pacific Journal of Teacher Education, Vol. 1, No. 3,
19741 and John Wood, 'institutes and Colleges of Advanced Education', /-

-Australian Journal of Education, Vol. 13, No: 3, October 1969. Material to
appear shortly inclu0sB.R. Williams, !Universitiee and the Universities
Commission' in I.K.F. Birch an D.- -Smart (eds.), The Commonwealth.Government
and Education1964-1975..Political Initiatives.and Developments; and Grant
Harrhan 'National-and State Co-ordination of Australian. Colleges of Advanced:
Education', The Australian Journal of Public AdministratiOn, and 'Ir..sti, -
tmtion'l Autonomy in Higher Education::The Case of Australian Collegei of

'Advent d Education' in Stephen Murray Smith (ed.)', Melbourne Studies in
Education. ° 5_
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problems of co-ordination Ore relati ely new problems. Certainly

two decades ago, when.the rray Committee reported to the federal

government, the control and regulation of post-seCondary education
-.1 I

at both state and ''national levels was much simpler business. Post-

secondary education was smaller and less complex, and it was hardly

meaningful at all to tilk.of a national system of post-secondary

education.--In each-sta-te:exeept-New-South-Walesia s-imgle University

related directly .to its state government, while teachers colleges,

institutes of technology,,technical colleges, agricultural, colleges

and similar institutions generally.came under the direct control of a

particular state government department. 'The federal, government had

direct responsibility'for -Only two inatitut64 in Canberra (the.
. .

Australian National University and,CanSerisa Univer$ity College) and

its ad hoc help to the. eight operating state universities was distributed

On'a simple, unsophisticated basis. Moreover, it isleaS than two

decades,since'the first.ofOUr current statutory co-ordinating agencies
, ..

-.'74:.'In. .q

or their direct. predecessors - the AustretienOniversities Commission
3

. 0 . .i.,..-

was es'tabl'ished, and in most states'special statutory authorities for

post-Seconder); education have operated for less than ten years. But
V

- .

/

while the Australian literature is limited there is available a number' /

of important overseas studies.4
;. -

.. .
. /

. .:
. .

The body of the paper is organised as follows.. First, some .

consideration is'given to the concept 'orpo7ordination and .how this

3 On the recommendation of the Murray Committee, the federal government.
in /959 established the Australian Universities.Commission to advise on
grants to universities. In the 1940aan'earlier.Universities Commission'
had operated, but its responsibilities were much more restricted.

4 The best studiestefer to the United States'. For example, see Robert
O. Berdahl, Statewide Co-ordination of Higher Education, AmericanCoUncil
of Education, Washington, 1971;, Lyman A.Glenny, Autonomy. of Public
Colleges: The-Challenge of Co-ordination,,McGraw-Hill, .New York, 1959;
John D. Millett, Politics and Higher 'Education, University of: Alabama Press,
University,; 1975;,1'yman-k. Glenny and Thomas 1(...Dalglish; Public Univer-
sities,'State Agencies., and -the Law: Constitutional Autonomy:in Decline,
Center for,Researchand Development in. Higher Education, Uniyersity of
California, Berkeley, 1973; and Lyman A. Glenny et al., Co-ordinating Higher
Education' for the-1,70s, Center for ResearCh and Deyeldpment in Higher
Education, University of, California, Berkeley, 19713 Zeon/D..Epstein,
Governing the University, Jossey-Bass, San Francisco, 1974; E.G.. Palola,

:T. Lehmann and W.R.. Blischke, higher Education by Design: !The Sociology
ot:Planning,-Center-for Researchand Development in High,i Education,
University of CaliforniaBerkeley, 1970; and J.G. Paltridge, California's.
Co- ordinating Council for 'Higher Education: A' Study otOkganizational

/



concept is used in various contexts.. This is/followed by a discussion

of the arguments for and against government interference and co-

ordination of public. higher education systems, and ofco-ordination and

institutional autonomy. Attention is'then given to scope and levels of

co-ordination, to who,should exercise co-ordination, to the functions

. of co-ordination, and to some practical, problems.

WHAT/IS CO-ORDINATION?
- -

A useful starting point is the word 'co-ordination' itself. What'

do we mean by it,.and,how is it used?

Within the Australian post-secondary education community, and even

beyond with regard to post-secondary education, the word co= ordination

is frequently used, but seldom defined precisely. People say.weneed a

greater measure of c&-ordination or more effective co-ordination, or

that we\need less co-ordination from the 'centre', But seldom 'is any

attempt made tb say explicitly and clearly what is meant by coordination,

Possibly it is assumed that we all are talkinvabout the same thing And

that there is no need to offer any definition; However, in fact, our

-thinking on co- ordination is often confused. FUrther, the term is- used

by. both practitioners and scholars with' respect to'post-secondary

education.and other activities in differentfenses, and beneath.whit

appeari to bee simple word there are quite complex problems.

In' this paper the tern; co-Ordination/is used simply to mean some- ./

degree of regulation of the activities of post-secondary edueatiOn insti-

tutions With the aim of developing greater harMony_and consistency andia

more,eomprehensive approach,-achievinggreater overall efficiency and/

balance, and avoiding unnecessary overlap ofunctions and wasteful use
I'

of scarce resourcei. This definition ,will suit the limited.purposes'of.'

this paper, but there is valueat looking at some of the problems in the

concept co-ordination. Among other things, this may.help'ClarifY ideas
.

on what is meant by co-Ordihation *with respect to post-secondary education

4 (cont'd) Growth and Change, Ceriter for Research and Development in
-Higher Education, University of California, Berkeley, 1966. On/Britain,
see Robert 0. BCrdahl, British UniVersities and the State, University
of California Press, Berkeley, 11959; Grame C. Moodie and Rowland
Eustace, Power and Authority in/British.Universities, George Allen and
Unwin, London, 1974; A.H. Halsey and M.A. Trow, The British Academics,
Faber, London, 1971; and T.R. 1,1cConneIl. et Al., From- Elite to' Mass to
Universal higher Education: The British and American Transformation, Cehter
for Research and Develwment.in Higher Education,-University of California,
Berkeley, 1973. o
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in particular contexts, and On what the goals of co-ordination

in this area should be, on what functions co-ordination should

.perform., on.whb should, exercise co-ordination, and on what mechanisms

might be appropriate toachieve co-ordination.

.

The first problem is "that while co-ordirwtion:lsfrequenily a

recognised'responsibility of government or of superiors,-it may beof.

achieved through interaction by equals. In everyday language, in fact,

it :is. often used in the latter sense. We speak of co- ordination to:

mean agreement or co-operation between Andividuals ueunits in a system

or organisation so that they should not work at cross purposes and so

that policies should be mutually supportive rather.than contradictory..
. .

In a persuaiive book, Lindblom has argued for a greater. emphasis on this

kind of co- ordination - on'whathe terms co- ordination throxigh 'mutual

.adju
5

stment'. This raises the question of what. place there is in
1

'post-secondary education in Australia for co-ordination through co-
.

operative self regulation.

Another problem relites to7whether in talking about co-ordination

we haye in 'mind e.processoran.end result., or 'both. Within the field

of.public administration in Australia, this point has beenebated at.

length. Sir Frederick Wheeler has defined co-ordinition as

a harmonious. combination of agents andUnctions
towards the production of a-result.

,

But, as Bailey points out, does this mean that when there is a far.from

harmoniOus interaction between departments that co-ordination cannot

take place? Crisp introduces theIdea-of harmony in both prOCess and

result.when he writes that.

Central policy co-ordination...is the core and apex of..
the processes by, which the differdnt parts of the.
machinery of government'are dralan and worked together
in an orderly fashion relatively to each other with the

cont'd.../

5. Charles E. Lindblom, The Intelligence of Democra6t: DeCiiion Making
Through Mutual Adjustment, Free Press, New York, 1965.

6 : Sir Frederick Wheeler, 'Some Observations on the Commonwealth Public.
Service Board as a Co-ordinating Authority',' Public Administration,
Vol. XXVI, No. '1, March 1967,

7 P. Bailey, 'Co-Ordination.in Government', Notes from address
;AdministraiVe Trainees, March 1970i-quoted by M. Forrest, 'CoOrdination:
Some Background Material', paper prepared flit. the Royal Commission on
Australian Government Administration, 1975.

8
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object of achieving as high a degree of unity
as possible in the formulating and application
'of ;the principles by which a government is carried
on: 8

But is harmony in-both process and end.reSuIt required before we can'

be said*tothavOLchieVed ao-ordinatl.on? Bailey puts his emphasis on.

--the-end-result. Co-ordination, he says, is the_esecuring-of-harmonious .

(coherent policies' and for him the acid test' of whether co-ordinatiOn

is achieved,is'harmonious policy and not the process of achieving.9

In the co-ordination of post-secondary education are we concerned

primarily with the end result, with the process, or with both?

suspect the answer is mainly the end result'. But i1:thisjs the case,

strong arguments can be advanced to show why we' should alsb-have some

interest in the process, since an enterprise"like postsecondary .education

prospers best when there is a spirit-of mutual co-operation between the

co-ordinator and the institutions being co-ordinated.
0

: Then there is a problem about goals. To'aChieve effective co-'.

ordination, is it necessary for there. to be a known and agreed gparr

'Often 'discussions about, co-ordination imply such a.requirement.. But .

Lindblom argues that 9o'-ordination can.be achieved' without ordered rule, .

central management or dominant common purpose. He writes:

An American consumer of .coffee and a BrAzilian suppler',
are sO.ce-ordinated. Thefmarket mechanismHis, both .witl4in
many countries and among them, 'a large-scale, highly
developed process for co-ordinating millions of e/conomical
inter-depen-dentliper'Sons'without their being deliberdtely.,
co-ordinated by:a:,..central co-ordinator, withoiat;rules that

assign to each peiSOn his position relative to'711 others, and
without u dominant purpose. ,Market co-ordination is powered

, . by diverse self-interestsJO
/ -

.A Plumber of other prominent writers in the field agree./Pressman and

Wildaysky, for, example, consider that whether or not there
/ :

is consensus

about goals divides thinking about co-ordination intO iwo sharply.-.

different and even contradictory conceptions. They write:

8' L.F. Crisp, 'Central Co-ordination of Commonwealth Policy Making:
Roles and Dilemmas of the Prime Minister's Department', Public Adminis-
tration, Vol. XXVI; No.. 1,, March 1967.

9 Bailey,'op.cit.

10 1indblom, p. 4.

9
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Participants in a common enterprise may,act,.in a
contradictory fashion because of ignorance;, when
informed of their plade in the scheme of things, they
may be expected to behave obediently. If we relax the
assumption that-a common purpose is involved,fhowever,-
and admit the possibility (indeed, the likelihoOd) of
conflict over goals, then co- ordination becomes another'
.term for coercion. Since actors A and B disagree with
goal C, they can only, be 'co-ordinated! by being 'told
what to do and by doing it. Co-ordination'thus becomes
a form of power.

When one bureaucrat tells another,to co-ordinate a policy,
he means that it shObld be- cleared with other (official
participants who haVe some stake in the matter. This'is
a,way of sharing the blame in case things go wrong (each-
initial on the documents being another hostage against
retribution) and of increasing the .predictability of securing
each agreement needed for further,adtton. Since other actors
cannot be coerced, theirconsenit must be obtained. "Bargaining
must take place to reconcile the differences, with .the-end.
result that the policy may be modified, even to the. point of -

compromiiing its original purpose. Co-ordination invthis
sense 'is another word for consent.

Telling another person, to coordinate, do-ea. not tell-him
what.to do. Hedoes not know whather,to coerce or bargain,
to exert power or secure consent.j;

These points .raise a number of important guestiOna.. For, example; Is,'

consensus on-goals necessary'in higher education in order to achieVe

effective co-ordination? If there is consensus between'the co-ordinator
. ._

and the institutions being co-ordinated, what mechanisms are then.

appropriate? What place is there for use of mean,such as inforiation

exchange, bargaining, persuasion and coercion? To what :extent can a

competitive market mechanism be used to achieve co-ordination?

There are otherangles that might be considered too. Manydefin-
.

itions of co-ordination stress the need for harmony, consistency;and

a comprehensive approach. But what do these words mean in concrete

terms. For example, does harmony imply agreement without recourie,w

sanctions? Or again; if we are thinking of managerial co-Ordination

within the public sector, what is,the difference between such co-ordinition

and control? According to Simon, the purpose of managerial or procedural

co-ordinatiom is-to 'establish lines of authority and outline the sphere

of activity of each organisation member 12 With such'a purpose; .it

11 Jeffrey L. Pressman and Aaron B. Wildaysky, ImOcmentatton:4How
Great Expectations in Washington are Sacked in Oakland, University of
California Press, Berkeley,1.973, pp. 133-134.

12 H. Simon, Administrative Behavior, Free Press, New York, 1965, p.10..

.10
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will be.necessary to have mechanisms to settle jurisdiction

disputes'. Thus-co-ordination.becomes control, or at least some-

thing.thing.close to it'. In some contexts in post- secondary - education do
0

we use co-ordination temean simply control?

'0
This analysis has been limited in its scope. But the essential

point which I have tried to make is that some attention-to-the concept.

of co- ordination and its various usages may provide help in clarifying

thinking about what the Enquiry may wish to achieve through -co-

ordination in post- secondary education, and about appropriate

.administrative arrangements and mechanisms to achieve desired goals;:,

Some of the issues raised in this section willobe taken up later in

the paper.

GOVERNMENT INTERFERENCE AND THE DESIRABILITY:OF CO-ORDINATION

.

Two important questions neee.to be explored. before we proteed

further. First, 'what rights have gpvernments to inter fere in the

operation of public post - secondary educational institutions?' Second,

what arguments can be advanced for some degree of government co-

ordination?

Academics often find repugnant the ideas-,6f-government interference

in universities and colleges, endOf*cororchaation: In -the United.

States, according toEpstein, some academics in public universities-and

colleges hold a 'leave it on the stump phiioiophy'. They rejecto

...state authority °altogether, proposing thatthe.state's
elected repfesentativei simply deposit the taxpayers'
moaey,t preferably in the amount requested,..for the university
itself to allocate and spend according to'self-generated*
preferences. 13

But.clearly governments have a legitimate right to exercise some say in .

. the operation 'of 'their own public universities and'collegesand some

say. intthe way that the public funds they provide are spent. To Auestion

this right altogether, is to question the legitimacy o£ elected

officials and the general authority of the state. Apart from this,

.there is a- clear community expectation that governments will.work-to

ensure that universities-and collegesserve society's needs, and that. an
O

appropriate range Of courses is .provided. Further still, in this country

13 Epstein, p. 19. 11
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governments and particular government agencies have statutory

respOnsibiliiies to fulfil with regard to the 6peration of universities

D
ankr.cotlega:--

But apart from the question of rights, there are some strong

functional arguments that can be advanced for some degree of government

co-ordination in any system of post-seCondary education.. .As well there,.

are .some special arguments that apply'.to the present Australian context.

In the first place,- in any system of post-secondary education in which

there are great numbers of separate institutions all funded almost
0

entirely from the public purse, decisions about the funds to be allocated

to each inteitution cannot be left entirely to each institution indi-
1 .-

vidually. Neither can decisions 'about the. level of funding to groups of

institutions be left to those institutions collectively. Most-heads of

.highereducation institutions in Australia clearly recognise this;

certainly many university Vice-Chancellors have made it clear in their.

public statements, that they. do. One Vice-Chandellor,.for example, in

a public lecture in 1969 said that in his view 'no one can challenge

the final right,of governments to decide,what financial resources can

be allocated to'the universitiei'as a whole.
14 He also made it plain

that he considered that governments had the right to decide on the

allocation -of resource's between. universities. Second, co-ordination is

.necessary in order to ensure that effective forward planning is under-
,

taken, both for the long-ten and the short -term. Such planning .is

necessary for the system as a whole and for its separate sectors. Planning:

involves the fixing of goals as well as'means to achieve them., Third,

co-ordination is necessary to help arrive at priorities between Insti
*1.

tutions and within institutions. Fourth, co- ordination can provide a

means to check-on 'the quality -of programmes and the suitability of

awards. Co-ordinating authoritiecan exercise an importantrole in

academic programme development, and also in programme review. Fifth,

With rising demands for,higher education and increasing-ccists:of providing

Courses, it is necessary to ensure that limited resources are used to.the

best advantage and that the least waste and duplication occur.'"Sixth,

co-ordination is desirable to ensure that adequate numbers of student

places are provided in different kinds of institutions, at different

locatiOns, in different fields and at different levels across .the country.

1

14 Crawford, 99. cit.

12 .
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This is one aspect of_the balance that federal co-ordinating agchcies

have been required to give attention. Of course, another way to

achieve this kihd of balance would be to depend largely on markee

forces, and to fund universities and colleges strictly on the numbers....; .

of students they enrol in a competitive situation. But this would

probably be 'unacceptable politically' to governments since most likely

it would lead to some waste, to unnecessary duplication, and to

temporary shortages ofplaces in particular fields. It would also;.be

incompatible with a system of tenure for most academics. At the same

time, a degree of cohtrolled.competitton appears to be desirable 'in

any post-secondary eduCation system. Seventh, through co-ordination it

may be iussible to achieve a.greater measure of diversity of courses

and institutions to meet society's diverse needs. Of Course, co.-ordination

often works to enfdi.ce uniformity, but this need not be so. One

considerable challenge facing governments in:Australia today. is how to

design' co-ordinating mechanisii that will work to achieie a desired

level of diversity with regard 'to courses and institutions. Eighth,

effective co-ordination maybe able to facilitatemoreasy transfer

;of:students from one institution to another, and .clOser links-between-
.

'different kinds ofhigher education institutions, and'between highernd.

Secondary education. Ninth, in the current Australian con text there-"

seems to be-an increasing public expectation-that governments will act

to deal with the problem of i great number of relatively'small insti-

tutions, many ofhich iri.the short run are unlikely'to offer a wide range

of courses and facilities.

These arguments are well'known, and many people associated with

pat-secondary education consider that together they provide a strong,.

catv for both co-ordination'and some degree of government ihterferepce

,At the same time, I submit that the Enquiry will need to .consider each

of these arguments carefully. A number of questions would seem to'demand

Are'eachdf the arguments advanc d in favOur, of co-ordination

legkcimato'and convincing? Are there other that the Enquiry would
.

wish to include? In what order would the nquiry rankthese various
- , /
arguments? By attending to these and related questions the Enquiry

. !......

.

..c .
_

will be well on toward deciding what objectives-it considers that

co-ordination should attempt to achieve. Consideration orobjectives
c f t

_, is of prime importance. In many respects it is foolish to thisk

seriously about mechanisms and structures until
..,

th 'metier of objectives

has received serious attention.

1.3.
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CO-ORDINATION AN!) INSTITUTIONAL AUTONOMY

Effective central co-ordination by government agencies will
.1"

almost inevitably mean some restriction to the freedom of universities

and colleges. This brings; us to' the matter of institutional autonomy

- to the other side, of the coin of co-ordination.

Institutional'autonomy is one of the central concerns of academics

in many countries today. University and college staffs generally wish
.
tb.secure the maximum degree of individual freedom and independence for

. c

their institutions, but often they.feel that governments are interfering

more and More in university and college life and that many traditional

forms of. freedom are disappearing. For many academics, the idea of

institutional autonomy is ofpivotal importance in their.whole conception

of the mission and purpose of higher education. The words institutional

--autonomy often carry great.symbolic importance;-frequently they. become

rallying cries in resisting real or perceived threats of government...

encroachment on freedbms. For these reasons, the problem of;inititationa1
. .

autonomy should be.taken.seriously.

'As the Hurtubise-Rowat
15

.report on university and govfirnmentrslations

in Canada' has demonstrated,.the term autonomx4n.the context of po'st-
,

.secondary education is used with a number of quite different meanings,
0%.

covering'a whole spectrumi'from the notion of al-stawithin a:'State to

mere decentralisation within a bureaucratic structure.,-However, insti- °

Wtional'autonomy-is used in this paper simply to mean the-power:bf a'.

College or university to govern itself without'outsidecontrols.

Or.ke problem with the concept of institutional autonomy in relation.,

o'higher education is.that- it is often thought of as an absolute rather

than as a relative quality. .But, of gourse', within the. public sector

-there is no such thing as autonomy in. any full sense of the word for-any
A V

university or college. .Full autonomy isusually limited by the legislation

under which an institution operates,- and almost'invariablY public univer-

sities and colleges are dependen.t on financial support from the public,

purse and so must accept variousrestrictions on their. actions. Further?

autonomy for public institutions!is frequently limited' indirectly too as

a result-of'deciaions made in policy 'areas other than education. For

. 15 The University; Society and Government: Report of the Commission on
the Relations between Universities and Government, University of Ottawa
Press, Ottawa, 1970.
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example, a decision -to restrict government expenditure across the

board could mean_a reduction in support for universities and

:consequently the forced abandonment or postponement of Plans for

growth or new academic developments. Thus the situation is that few

public- uniVersities or colleges, if any in fact, even in the freest

and most liberal of countries possess the fullness of autonomy that

academic spokesmen in this and other countries sometimes claimfor

their institutions. In recognition of thiS, the C#rnegieCoMmission

on Higher Education.in the United States in a fairly recent report on.

college and university governance chose to use theterm 'institutional

independence' rather than institutional autonomy.
16.

.However, in this ;1

paper the word autonomy is used, mainly because it is so.well'fixed

in the language of higher education.
.

A second problem with the term institutional autonomy is that

there is sometimes .confusion over who, or what body. in .alcollege or

university, possesses the autonomy. Strictly speaking it is probably

true that the autonomy so vigorously defended by academics is depOsited
. V

.1egally in the governing body, rather than the academic staff. Of
.1'

'course, in practice a large Measure. of such autonomy -is -in the hands

of academies', since there i, a tradition-ih this country and elsewhere.

that governingboClies of, colleges and universitiasleave academic

decisions entirely Or largely. to academic bodies."
. .

Most students of higher education agree that Universities.and tertiary

colleges functioh best when they enjoy a large measureotautonomy. 'Of

course, it is true that individual units in any administrative System .

within the public or-private sectors generally. operate more efficiently

when they are given a Lair degiee'of control over their own affairs.

This is the case whether the unit be a branch within a government

department; or .a business concern within a group of companies. But a

special case can be made out or whyla,high degree of autonomy is
. 4.

especially desirable for tertiary institutions. First,autOnomY canheip

protect academic -freedom, and promote a conduciveenvironmest for

critical inquiry and disCovery;tectake place. Second, a substantial

measure of autonomy is desirable bn the 'grounds of efficiency. Univer-

sities and college's' are different from 'other government funded .bodies,

16 . Governance of Higher Education: Six Priority Problems, a Report,
andRecommendations by the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education,
McGraw-Hill, New York, 1973, p. 17.

15
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and they usually do their job' best when they have considerable

freedom to lan'their own programmes, to recruit their staff and

students and to decide on what new lines of development should be

followed.

Unfortunately.in discussions about relations between higher

education and government, academics and others have often failed to

distplgUish sufficiently clearly between. institutional autonomy and

academic freedom, and some people have argued' that this has worked

generally -to the disadvantage-of-academics. ObviouSly the two concepts
.

are related, and,'as we have noted, one of the strongest arguments for
P

institutional' autonomy has often been that it is amecessary condition

to protect academic freedom. But.these two concepts are not synonymous:

We have already defined institutional autonomy ashepower of.a

- .college or university to govern itself without outside controls.

Academic freedom tan be defined as that freedom of members :of he

academic community, assembled in colleges and universities, which'under-

lies the effective performance of their functions of teaching, learning,

practice of the arts; and resea ch. .It is widely recognised as a
. , .

necessary condition for proper scholarly enquiry,,fOr the critical search

for new knowledge and for Wor hifthile teaching. The idea of academic

freedom usually includes-not' ns Offreedom of-inquiry, of free competition

among ideas, free speech and a free press,-and toleration of differing.

legftimate viewpoints. The Robbins' Committee saw academic, freedom for

theindividual scholar as meaning

the absence of Scriminatory treatment on grounds of.
race, sex, religion and politics; and the right to teach
according to hi .own conception of fact and truth, rather
than according o any pre-determined orthodoxy. It
involves, fart ,r,,freedom to publish and, subject to the
proper performance of allotted duties, freedom topursue

4 what personal-Studies or researches are-_ congenial. 17

One difficulty for academics explaining to society the rationale for

academic freedom is that it reqbires considerable sophistication po
.

understand the paradox that the university and college sometimes serve

society best in: social, economic and political spheres by acting as

a shield fOr its critics; even its severe critics.

17 Higher Education: Repoit of the Committee Appointed by'the Prime
Minister under the Chairmanship of Lord Robbins 1961-63, Her'Majesty's
Stationery Office, London, 1963, p. 229.

16
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Institutional autonomy and academic. freedom, then, though

related are-not synonymous. in addition, the one does not always

accompanthe other, since it is possible in a particular context

to have a large measure of academic freedom without a great measure

of institutional autonomy, or vide-versa. indeed, as ,Sir.EriO Ashby

'add others havi'ipoInted'out, the connection ,between inStitutional.

autonomy and academic freedom is note necessary one;. 19th .century

Oxford andpmbridge.were autonomous institutions '(or_ at least.' .

/

collections of colleges) which themselves denied academic freedom-tbi
.. .

some of their.scholars, whereas acadeMic freedom thrived in'19th

centuryGerian universities which., under the'control of their. respective

governments, lacked substantial:autonomy.
18

Ro.bert.O. Berdahl, in his
,

.

important book on Statewide o-ordination 'of- Higher Education in the
..

thatUnited States, argues that the cause of'academic. freedom will be
-.. ..,

strengthened if it is di\sengaged somewhat .from the question of
i

univertity-autonOmy. He writes: . (

. .

'
. . -

. .

. .

Academic.freedom must be firmly defedded whenever and
however'itiethreatened;' but inatitutio41 autonom
has necessarily and legitimately beed reduced by state'
actions over the-past two decades in says not fully
gresped y many people, and here-the .deIence,must be.
more discriminating... Academic freedom as a,concept
is universal\and absoliute, whereas autonomy is of
necessity parochial,and.relative,.With the specific-
powers of,governments and universities varying not :only
from place w\place but also from timeto tim'. .19

i. . .
.

4
. .

At the same time, it is probably true that increased go -rnment control
:

probably tends to encourage a greater degree of in\terference in the
.f.-

internergoverninent of''- universities and colleges; and this maY. lead-to
I ...,1,

conditionswhiCh)eifectively-teduce academicfree em.

The, preservation oficademic freedom and a-substantial degree of

institutional autonomy placeaconsiderable responsibility on universities

and.Colleges. If tertiar institutions demand and receive a substantial

degree of administrative dependenceand freedom.foy.academica to teach *

and pursue Scholarly inquay, as they see fit, it is' not unreasonable

for governments and the pu ILd to expectthat these freedoms'will be
:

used responsibly It is n t easy to,define responsibility in this

18, Sir Eric Ashby, Univer itiest British; indian,African,"Cambridge
*(Mass.);.1969. See also. Loi,d Bowden, 'The Universities, the Government
and the Public Accounts Commtttee, Minerva, Vol. VI, 1967.

17
19 Berdahl, pp. 7-8.
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context, but it could well include,ensuringthat resources are
/

--. .

an madeused d that serious efforts are made to ensure ihdt:
1

within the limits of available resources the legitimate educational
....

I

needs. of the society.and its individuals:Are being adequately me t.

It could also mean that institutions recognise an obligation -to \

ensure that individualacademics do not use theirindividual freedom
I ' .

y

in such a way as to bring tertiary teaching and.scholarship inta-:,

...disrepute.
.

Of course, institutional autonomy in:post-secondary 0:44CatiOu has

traditionally'been thought of in relation to universities and to

similar kinds of institutions. But in our'system of higher'education

universities consititute only'one sector. This brings'us.toask whit

measure of autonomy is appropriate for CAEs and TAPE colleges. Should

all' degree granting institutions .have a similar measure-of independence?
,

In the CAE sector the Federal government has pressed for teachers

colleges to be independent of state government departments .acid to be

_controlled by their own councils. Issuch a policy likely to lie_

followed fcir TAFE colleges and.would it be desirable? These are,

difficult questions that demand'answers. Already in CAEs there is a'

strong feeling that'all institutions teaching degree and post-graduate

courses should enjoy a similar degree ofindependence.

Sometimes the major problem in the' government of public higher.
eduCation systems ,is thought of as -reconciling the conflict and, tension

. _
.

between co-ordination aneinatitutional autonomy. In some respect,

however, it is more helpful-to think of it as a problem of achieliing

balance between two'necessities:& necessity for freedom far acadanti

, institutions, and the necessity that they should serve society's needs,.

and that scarce resources should be used W maximum advantage. Thus the

eal issues become'the extentto which government interference-should

go, whether such interference is confined tc;'proper topics, and, whether-

it is expressed,thrOugh 47iuitably sensitive mechanism.- These issues,

as the Robbins' Committee comented, are matters'of !great'difficoliy
20

anddelicacyt.

. \ 9

20 Higher Education, p.\,2
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SCOPE AND LEVELS OF CO-ORDINATION_

.
t

.1f we accept for a moment the'current.education/politiaal
-...,,,,

. . ,

Atructure a context of Australian post-secondary eeiudation, 'two-:
..........,

:important question eed to be asked with regard to; scope and 'levels.. .

of co-ordination; First, at different group's of institutions and

activities it is.desirabie to at m t to' co- ordinate? Second, at

what different levels shOuld co-ordinatt operate? /-

With regard.to the first question,I-migges ur distinct

varieties or spans'of ca:-ordination are 'required; brief y these are

as follows:

(a) Coordination of each o.f thethree:bectors of post-secondary

education

Clearly this is necessary.. MechanisMs are. required to plan .

. effectively within.sActors, to.decideOn the, siting of'new institutions,

to allocate resources.: to institutions and to programmes.; help
<

develop' new programMes and in Some cases 'review these." Or the .whole,

our present machinery hasthe potential. to handle this type of co-

ordination reasonably'welL At the federal levei'the new Tertiary

Education Commission has three statutory-cdUncils, one for universities,

'one for'advanced education, and one for TAM: At state level, there
f ;

. is now a' statutory authority In each state with responsibility to co-
.;

ordinate advanced educatiow,'while TAFE activities generally 'come
\ .

under the control df.a separate government departin\ent or division of
, .

the state education department-. However; theie are-sall,some obviodS
.\- present

. .

weakn'sse6 In the s arrangements'at state level. 'First.,' only

in two tates is there.astatutory agencylfor.co-ordinationof,,the-
..-

- universities; these States are Western Australia and New South Wiles.
1 II.

In the other states some have advisory *comMittees with some-responsi--

Atlity for` the 'universities, -in others there is no machinery at,.
'.

all foruniverSity.C6-ordination:. Second., - in Victoria and' New South

Wales TAFE activities .come under the control of two or'- more government
. \ I.% .

.

departments or agencies. In.these'States it appears that more, effective-.
/

co- ordination between. these authorities. is desirable.'

(b) Co-ordination of post-secondary education as'a\whole

As well as requiring machineryto deal with each sectore'need _

. . .

** \
.

. .

.machinery to plan for. post7secendary education as a Whole, t6 decide .

on balance between sectors, and-the allocation of resources to each,

19

4.
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and to deal with boundary problems and possible duplication of
/.

.facilities and ensure that each sector is getting a 'fair go' .."

/
.

vis a vis the other two sectors. At present.some people isi advanced
, .

I

.educition claim that the CAE sector is relat/ ively disadvantaged /

_ ., ,-

because of slow course accreditation procedures, and that consequently-
....

on occasions universities or TAFE colleges, which can often respohd .- .

more quickly,-beat-them in the race to-enter a new programme area. ..-
- -

Ourcurrent.machinery is less well-equipped to provide this.kind

of overall co-ordination for. higher education: As we have already
/

noted, the Commonwealth Government.has just established the Tertiary

Education 'Commission with responsibilities.for the,whole of post-

seconcthrY education, but most state governments' still do not have

similar statutory agencies.
21.

.
. ,

Ideally'overall Co-orainatiOn of higher education should include'

all institutions and activities, at least in the public. sector. This .

raises tht question of what best might be done'with regard, to insti-

tutions like the'Darwin CommunitY College; and thi School of.Music.and,

the School of Art'im Canberra. 'There isalso the issue.of how adult'.

.education'outside the three'sectort could be linked:more effectively

with universities, CAEs-and TAFE colleges. 'Of course, this is not to

ay that all adult education should come under, the same co-ordinating,

agencies which at present take responsibilities for :the three Sectors,!-..

and be'treated in a similar fashion with regard 'to fundingind forward.,

. planning.' But.some more 'etfectiOt links seem desirable.
. :

(c) Co-ordination-of post-secondary education and other education

On the whole this is, not well done: Yet clearly it is desirable

that in some senses formal education tall levels be seen'as part

of the one activity an process, and, particularly that much more

-effective links be forged between higher education on the one hand and

secondary education'on the other.

The Commonwealth G4vernment is much better equipped than state

'governments to.handle the problems of co-ordination of its pot-secondary

education activities with its other education activities. Yet it is

. .

21 ; Western Anstralia.ii. the only state with i.itatutoryco-Ordinating
.agency With responsibiiityfor all postsecondary tducatton:.'..The New
South Wa1s Higher Education Board has responsibilities-for universities.
and.CAEs 1it not TAFE. A couple of states now have advisory committees
wits reipo sibilities for all post-secondary education bUt to date these
have been 1 rgely ineffective.

:2Q #.

C. I
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the state governments which have the formal constitutional respon-,

sibility fOr education /6d which Upartfrow'in the territories)

actually own and operate the public education institutions and
/

provide.the.educational services. Technically in most States the::
/

education departments have some responsibility forioverall co

ordination and for providing advice. Yet in most/cases the expertise

,of:serlior officers of education departments.relatesnoinly to primary

and secondary education,'nd most of these current t-arrangements Were

designed or a.situation in which post-secondary education was much

smaller and less important. 'This.raises the vital issue.of what kind

cd. arrangement might be appropriate at'state level to meet current'

needs of overall co-ordination more adequately. My own preference'
/

would be for.a small ministerial department with responsibilitiei

for educationpolicy and co-ordination at all levels, and for a number

of statutory agencies taking responsibility for the'detailed'ce-

ordination and/or operationof institutions o-particular-kind's or,at

particular levels.. With this scheme a po'ssible structure might be

as follows: /

Minis ter.

'Ministerial
'Department._

.. 7-
t... .

..... /
. I it

.:!, r . ,
Higher! - Schools- -Pre-Schools--

_ 'Education' , Authority- Authority

1

/ . Beard/
. . i

. . 1

I

I.

.! .
.

.

would be to have one or'c mOre ministerial departments,

e.

Another scheme
/

or a ministerial department plus statutory authorities, (each with
/. , 1

i . ,
responsibilitylfor u,particutar area.or level. of ed4cation) and:as well

/
to have a statutory coalittei or board responsibie, to.the minister and

i. . .. _

_charged-with-providing advir/e on overall.co-ordination. -Under thiS
L ... _

1-pattern the
1

,Structure might he as follow:,;: 1

-

/ 21
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Minister
Advisory Committee

or Board

DepartMent, Department of .
Higher Education

r.. -

(d) Co-ordination of post -- secondary education-and employment and.

of Education

training

Here I do not have particular suggestions im mind, but it seems-
...

.

desirable thatmore effeotive links, at least for information exchange,

be developed between higher education systems and individual insti-

tutions on the one hand, and employers, professional bodies, employment

agencies, apprenticeship boards,. and those responsible for training'

programmes in industry on the other .Z ,,

///
One issue that needs to be/faced concerns the range of activities

and institutions *Ehit-any 'do-ordinating.agencY can ,span:* Do we need at.

least four different-agencies at each level of government to takerespon-

siility for the' kindsof co-ordihation.listed,. or could
.

some agencies deal effectively with two or more kinds? We seem to be
. .

'imoving towards agencies with broader responsibilities; although there

is sometimes concern that this will.resUlt in the detailed problems of

particular sectors or groups of institutions receiving less 'sympathetic

and.,understanding attention than in.he past (e.g.. the fear of the uni-

versities. that'a combined:federal:commission would. damage the special
-

'relationship'thaLhad.154en buili:up over a period*between universiiiis

andthe UniVersities,Commission). The structure devised:for the.new

Tertiary Education Commission appears to be one novel way of moving.to

an organisation With wider responsibilities, yet still the capacity to

deal expertly with particular sectors:
A

With regard to the second question, underthe present eircumstantis
,..

clearly it is necessary to have: effective co-ordination at both federal
. .

and state levels. But this. does not mean. that' identical .functions should

be performed at each level. IdeallY federal and State machinery should
) .

.be complementary:. -It should mesh well together (thi,probably means that

for higheredUcation would be h.Apful.if state governments:were to

establish agencies to parallel the new federal Tertiary Education

CoMmission), and Wherever possible thereshould be a.rationalisation .
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of function. Perhaps a sensible arrangement with regard to higher

education would be for the federal government//inc\reasingly to take the

lead pin setting broad objectiveS,-in looking At q\ u+Iestions of balance
. . \

.

and-overall national needs, and in developini'measures to.o. vercome
. ,

\

perceived major waaknesses;*and for the states to. take the main res-
I -

\

ponsibility for detiil - forforward planning and thviting of new

,institutions, for course development, approval and acTditation, for

student transfer and so on. Unfortunately at tile-present time it appears.

that there may be quite.a deal of unnecessary duplicatie\ vbetween.federal.
. i

/

and state authorities, and that we may-already have toomany diffdrent
\ __..

levels of co-ordination, resulting in unnecessarynnecessary delays in decision-
.

making:. The ideal structure for co-ordination is one that is relatively
1

simple, that can make decisiOns quickly.and inform' institut'ons of why
.

. /

they were made, and that can establiSh close relations with their
. .

immediate clients. 1

Ae.welf as .federal and state co-ordination, some regional co-ordination
4

of education, or of education and .employment, maybe both desirable'ind
. ...

e
.

feasihle. On possibility is the/establishment of:Statutory regional
/

.

education advisory councils, wi th the power to investigate; advise1 the
/

minister,And publicly .report, but not to take independent action These

councils could bring together representatives of higher, secondary,
/

.

primary, and pre-school education,- employers, and employment
.
agencies 7-.

.

with -the aim of Promoting More effective liaison between' institutions and

interests,.oravoiding unnecissary.duplication of effort, and of making
,...

/

pudic edudation serve bett/ dr-the needs of particular regions.

/
RESPONSIBILITY-FOR Ca-ORDfNATION

7 .. . .

who shduld have responsibility for the- various -types and levels-of--

post-secondary education//co-ordination we have already discussed? Perhaps
0

. ...: .

the simplest way to deal ith this question .is td-:'break it down into a

.number'of,options, Briefly the main, options appear 'to be:
, ,

/ . .

(a) Government co-ordination, or self-regulatibn bi? institutions?

The major responsibility for co-ordination in higher edUeation in

the current context must obviously rest with governments. But at the

same time,'self - regulation or self- imposed discipline Should not be ruled

out of hand' entirely. The report of the Royal Commission on Australian

C 23
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Cove nment Administration commented with respect to co-ordination

gener lly:

\ Use' Ithe'can be either voluntarily accepttd or
xternally impOsd. In our vieid, externally imposed

\ discipline often tends to be ineffective because- it '
.\withbraws responsibility from all except the source, of
\discipline'itself. It depends thekefore for its-
effectiveness finally on,the knowledge that there is a,

..coercive power' which that source can. exercise. It'tends
tot .interest -ofthe nterest.of the part above that of the whole, _

and
\
often.proaucestension,and incipient revolt, and may --

.

in critical times break down altogether. Od the other hand !

vol4tarily:accepted discipline is for other reasons equally"
difficult to achieve... But if voluntary Acceptance can be
achieved, this form of discipline is by. far. the more
effective.22

ti
..:Migher education appears to bt a field which lends itself readily

to some degree of self - regulation., For example,in the United States '

accreditation is largely in the. -hands ofn*On-governmedt organisations:
- .

Further, higher education offersosibilities for co-ordination through

co-operation.between:governMentagencies and higher:education insti--

tutions. Already significant steps in'this direction have been achieved

in Australia. As a reaction -to questionnaires distributed to universities

in.1967,- the universities lodged sfirong objectionato.the Universities,

Commission, The AustralianNice-Chancellors' Committee was stimulated

to make further submissions to the Coilmission ow-the need to provide

sensible questionnaires and to co-ordinate the statistical requirements

of the Commission and the Commonwealth Statistician :!. The:AVCC:prissed

for common definitions and common forms and i'single reference date fc4r

41 statistical returns, to avoid needless%waste of labourand statistical

confusion. Following consultations with the Commission, this was achieved

by 1970 andin 1974 the. Commission became the agent of the Commonwealth

Statistician for the collettion of university statistics :23 Or to take ,

another ekampli, in recent Years AVCC working parties., have cO-operated

with the Universities Commission on matters such as building precedures-

triennial questionnaires; and annual statistica.24- Or .to take still a-*

further example, in advanced education acadeMic staff from colleges often

serve'on committees of stattboards.

22 Royal Commission on .Australian Government :Adminis tration: Report,
Aus tralian Government-Publishing Service, Canbyrra,',1976, p. 356.

23 Williams, 'Universities ancd the Australian Universitiei Commission',

°pp. 124-5.

24 Ibid., p. 125.
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Th's line Of development seems a highly desirable one and '.

hopefully it will be fOstered. It.offers-the possibility of building

closer'41ations between co7ordiniting agencies and institutions and

a spirit of greater mutual trust.and co-operation.

(b) Central government co- ordination, or coordination by special

agenciel?-

We have al ready' seen That there is a need for special coordinating

agencies for.higher education; At thesame time, central departments

'and agenciesin government will inevitably play sOmerole in co

ordination of higher education. At the federal level, such departmerits-

and agenCies.inClude the Departmenx of the Treasury, the Department of

FLnance, the Department of Education, 'the Department of the Prime Minister

and Cabine, and the Public Service Board.' But the substantial issue

.her that needs to be considered is what a desirable balance .between,

central departments and special, higher education appeera-to.be. Many

people in.higher educatioh believe that over the pasttwelve or eighteen"

months the balance has moved substantially froni the commissions'towards .

central departments, and that this is not in the best interests of higher

education.
D

(c) Non-statutory adviSory committeei; minisierial.departmenti or

statutory authorities?

-3

A-special government co-or4nating'agency for post-secondary education
4,

may; take the form of a ministerial department,,A-statutory-authority, or

a non-statutory advisory committee.

The non-statutory. advisory committee has been used at both federal

and state levels with respectto-postsecondaYducation. For example,

the 'Federal Government's role in advanced education was-co-ordinaed

for the first six years by an advisory :committee chaired by:SirIan Wark.

Under this arrangement, the committee techniCally did not have its'own---
\.

separate secretariat, but was serviced first by th%PrimaMinister s 0

Department and,later the DepartMentof Education and Science. -And even

at. the present time, advisory committees in one form or other operate in

a number of the states, Overall in the Australian-Context the advisory

committee suitable device'to provide recomMenditions'to governments

on a limited- range of topics. But- once a committee is required to take

on a substantial-burden of providing. dvice on a regular basis, and often

2
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;t -substantial administrative load, as well, the statutory authority

or the ministerial department is. generally thought to be a more

appropriatte 'device.;

To date the statutory authority. has been preferred in this country

both at federal and state levels over the ministerial department for

theco-ordination'of.post-secondary education.25 This is' probably

Partly a refleCtion.of a general Australian 'enthusiasm for statutory

authorities and a tendency for governments at both state and federal'
-

levels over recent yearito create commissions'or boards rather than

additional departments to carry out new or enlarged administratiVe'
. .

functions.', But apart from this, the statutory authority is thought to

have a.number of advantages. In particular, it is said to.be, more

independent of a minister and government than a'traditional department.:
.

Hence it is'less likely.to be drawn into day-to-day party political,

disputes, and more likely'to be able, to undertake effective.long-term

planning. Being more independent, it is argued, a statutorylauthority

is-not necessarily bound -by all the regulations and restrictions which

apply to departments, and unlike a department a bbard or:commission on .

occasions can publicly take a stand whichiscritical of government policy;,

MoreoVer, it is also claimed, that being more independent the statutory'

''authority. can actas a 'bluffer' between- government o -the one hand and
. . <

universities and Colleges on the other; The buffer notion has been.mOsC

Popular with regard to .universityco-ordinatiori It includes the idea:
.

that governments need not directly interfere in the affairs of universities,

while Universities need not directly deal with.government; the board or
A

commission acts as a buffer between them, explaining and defending one

aide to the 'other, and vice verde.' It appears the bUffer idea was

25 The term !statutory authority' is used here in its colloquial sense:
Strictly speaking the.term refers to any public authority created by
statute, and hence would apply even to'some ministerial depar.tients. Here,
however, it is used to refer to statutory agencies of a non - departmental'
character, and in this sense the eel-m1.s more orOess synonymeus.with
the ter 'statutory corporation', which is more commonly used within the -

discipline of public administration. For a useful'iscussion of statutory.
authorities and departments, .see Fitting. into the
FramdWork of Government' in G.S. Harman and.C. Selby Smith (eds.),
Designing a'New Education Authority, Education- Research Unit, Research School
of Social ScienCes, Australian Natiohal University, Canberra, 1973, pp;
148 -197; :A.W. MacMahon;.Delegation 'and Autonomy, Asia, London, 1961;
symposium -on 'Government Depaitment or Satutory Authority?',-Public
Administration, Vol. 27, December 1968; and.L.C. Webb 1,Orgedgm and the
Pubfic'Corporation!', public Administration, Vol. 13, June 1954.
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borrowed from British experience with the University Grant Committee.
26

. ,

Then, stoo, with a collegial structure at the top the titu ory authority

is
.

said to provide the opportunity tebring in talent end xpertise not

regUlarly-available in public services'. An associated ar umept is that,

with university. - and/or college representationon boards a d commissions,

their-decisions are more acceptable to institutions., .

.

These various claims in favour of the statutory.aut rity over- the'

department need careful scrutiny. For example, it is by no means clear

that our various commissions and boards in post-secondar education are-

;..

.

..-,,.. in fact as' independent as -is sometimes imagined. Statu
iry

authorities
l

. 1

are not automatically.more independent of government in

/

erferenteandl
I

public service regulatione:thap aepartments. Some have a high deiree :of

it-idepeocioPoe,litulleorner'i\oeiete-in .essential/ the s eway as any
, 1-

\13
!

department, The degree of independence'enjoYed by a statutory authoriity
r 1 4.

depends in the fip1st Place. on the proVisions set out- in theactilunder 1

.

which it'operates. Butis_wel t: sdepends on the and power of
t , ,,'"

-.-

the* indiViduailmembers of the authority (and Articular its chairman.i, r . 1

i

anator-eXecutive head), on their Willingness to take' en 'independent line
I

I--. 1 t

. and if necessery'even disagree with oricriticisegovernment policy, and
.

.

0
.i

on broad community attitudes about -what is d ivropriate behaviou1 for' I

. %

statutery.authorities-in general,and sometimes for particular statutory

authoritiesOr authorities .with responsibiatie in particular reas.-
.

.

- . .

....
. .. .

. 0

Then, too, to take a related matter, some peoil\wou say thatgthe buffer
t.

netion.is now largely a myth. Ceriainly.at federal level the Ccismonwealth

,GOVarnment_does.Pot impose its will directly on institutions,but*:ii:deet'

so through the Tertiary Education Commission. Under the,curient-system, ..
. .,. ,\ 1

of gUidelines the CoMmission is informed of the.amountspf funds available

for each sector for the coming year; and it "is also told 'hat overall
, .

..

conditions it is, to impose on institutions with regard--to nrolments.
.,.

.But. et the same time, the Commitsion can to,someextent cu hibp the.
.

%

Government's impact minstitiltions.and it can try to persiade the Govern-
.. ' :, NJ vmeat to modify particular proposalt. TUrther, although: its ineependeace

is limited,,. from the point of view of institutions,, there isAralue4hAtie
. * . . 1 ...

Commission and its three councils including partr:time members,'-drawn from.,

26. There is good evidence to demonstrate that Australian'-thinking on
co-ordination in higher education has been substantially influenced by
U.K. experience. indeedwai Sir Keith Murray, then Chairman. of the
British University grants.Committeelwho chaired fhe'conmittee which
recommended in 1957 establishment of a special federal co- ordinating
agency for universities.

. 27
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the community and pf Ost-secondary institutions:. Becauseof the

expertise and high status of these part-time members, it is-likely
I

that governments may take more notice on particular matters of.tlie

advice of -the Commission than of a department. 'Further,,if necessary
.

the. Commission or it's individual members may speak 'gut to defend post.
I

-
secondary education. Thevarious universities and colleges see -this

aspect as an important safeguard. Related to this is the fact*that
.

.

possibly ed.-ordination would havebeen resisted more initially'if

departments rather than boards Cr commissions had been adopted.,

The ministerial. department isnot without its advantages.. For .

.example, it is said'to often provide for easier and more direct access

to .ministers, and.or more rapid decisiOn-making .(delays waiting'for:

meetings of boards to ratify decisions are avoided):. unlike the statutory

authotity, all senior people give their full-time attention.tothe

enterprise. Apartrom this; the ministerial department proVides for

easier overall co- ordination in government; -is Wettenhall says, "the

more.we use statutory authorities the harder It: is to ensure-the'harmony

.of governmental-operations as,:a whole' .27 Further, 4S-interesting-to

-note that Canadian experience has differed fromours; today in i number

of Canadian provinces the co-ordination.ofthigher education is in the hands

of a. Department of Universities or Colleges, rather' than a board 'or ,

commission.-

Now that our present structures and arraniements are under .review,

it seems sensible to suggest consideration of whether he adviiory,

committee, statutory authority or ministerialdepartmen best suit particular

needs. We could well lodk clOsely at the advantages and iisadvantages of

each structure. As well; it could be helpful. "to think n term i Wider
?

range of possible arrangements still. In this diseussion,4 we have tended

to present statutory authorities and departments ;as a clear-cut ,alternative.

However,. 'in practice both statutory authorities and departments differ

greatly among themselves on'a range tf dimensionS. Thus. not only should
. . .

--:.
. .

we ask'whether ari,idvisorY ' committee, Statutory authority pr department
.: ,.. . . .

is-the appropriate.structure for a particular case,-but-also-what-forM:it

should take.'

.(d) Special o-ordinating agencies,. or state-wide multi - campus, systems?

.A complete or Partial alternative to the'speciai co- ordinating

Wettenhall,`1.0.- 163.
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agency for-post-secondary education, whether it be en advisory

committee, statutory authority,. or department,ris theomechanism of

a tate-wide multi- campus 'arrangement.

The multi-campus idea is not foreign to this country, 'and over
f.

the years in. both university and CAE SectorSa 'number bf variations.

of this idea have been in use. Also in some respects thepresent .

arrangements for the TAFE sector *ace close to themulti-:campusjdea.

In the university sector, Canberra University College for many years
.

was linked'to the University. of Melbourne,while the University Of'New

England, the pniyersity of:Newcastle, the.UniveiSity orWollongong,

, and James Cook University all .began as university colleges'linked.to.e.

parent university: Iri college sector, for'example, both, the' Western

Amstialian Institutof Technology and -the South ] Australian. Institute

of Technology have.country'branch campuses. Further, in some senses

'both the SCV and VIC systems* in Victoria have some characteristics of i

multi- campus institution.

At the same time, -Australian experience-with multi-.campus.,insti-

tutions has teen limited. Almost without exception, it has been -along

the lines of one institution, operatingfrom two or:more sites or of . .

the branch or satellite campus Of a main-campus. . Experience demonstrates

that the latter model works' well in the long-term only in exceptional

cases. .

The:state-wide multi-campus notion is a different one.' Basically
%

it is:fOrMed by combining in the .one institution all or a substantial

number of 'separate institutions across a state. Each institution then

..beComesa campus of the new institution and it has its own executive

head, and over all .the campUeesthere
.

is establi6hed a central admin-
.

is tration .*With.its-,:own. executive head, who dbes :also double- as: the
, r.

executivehead of anyvfthe separate campuses:..

This pattern has been employed.in a number of countries, butit

is now by tar: the most highly developed in the United States where today;
.

over 75 'per--cent of students attending public colleges and universitieS
.

.are enrolled inmulti-campus instilEat--Iii7W04y-AMerican7states, /

within the space of two decades or less, coordination has passedthrougn,

a,huniber of cons e_ ycutive.stages- voluntarco-ordinating'board,. A
;

;

statutoryco-Ordinating board, Multi-campus system or systems (Often.
. .

simultaneously:with a small statutOryboard). Perhaps the two best
,

29
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known examples of multi-campus-systems are -the University of California

and the.State'University of New York. The University of California has

ten campuses, each headed by a Chancellor. Two of the campuses (Berkeley

:and. Los Angeles) are major research universities, two others specialise
.

respecayely in medical and agricultural education, while the other six

are general, purpose.- The central administration, headed by the President,

is in lerkeley,across the. road from but significantly not part of the

Berkeley campus. Unlike the University of California, theState University

of New York'is.truly comPrehensivain ,terms 'of levels; and includes

university centres, four -year colleges and community.colleges.
28

In the current Australian' context the state-wide multi-campus idea-
.

appears to offer the best possibilities in the-CAE and TAFE'sectors. Let.

us take _South Auitralia'as,an example. It could make sense to combine
...

all CAEs (or all with the'exCeption of SAIT) into one mu/ti-campus colleg
. _

and in time develop the TAFE :colleges in. a simil7way... Within each ol
1

these sectors,; co-ordination would then,become,an internal college matter.
. .

.

1

The central administration and council fOr each could take responsibility

for forward planning, financial allocation between campuses; new Course
I ".. .

development.and'external relations, especially withiovernment. It may.
P '

.

alio be possible for course accreditation within,advanced education to become
.

. -

an internal :college matter,' tor the hands of the\central administratiOn. -

If staff contracts *ere made with the whole coliega ratherthin with .'

4 \. .

individual campusess-xationalisation from time ,time would lip simpler;

when necessary, staff could. be asked to move from one campus to another

in order .w consolidate work in declining.fields.on a single campUe..- The
4 ,

overall co-ordination of higher education would betome muchSimpler; it,

would be necessary simply to co-ordinate two universities; 'a multi-campus

CAE and a multi-campus TAFE institution.' Thus the structural arrangements

could .look something 'like the: following:

O

28 The best study of nulti-campUs.institutiona-in 'the United States is
tugene C. ,Lee,and-Pfrik-M7-3TA7a7THZ-MUlti-campus University: A Study 'of
Academic Governance. A Report Prepared for the Carnegie Commission On
Higher Education, Macmillan, New York, 1971.. See also Eugene C. Lee and

Frank M: Bowen, Managing Multi-campus Systems: Effective Administration in
an Unstiady State, Jossey,Bass, San Francisco, 1975.
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Higher Education Board

University Flinders TAFZ
of Adelaide University CAE 'institution,

. I

campuses campuses
0 . ,

Of course, there are a number of.possiblevariationg of. this. ,TheYSAIT;

for example, could remain a separate institution, parallel to the two

universities, or it may be. sensible to combine both*CAEs and TAFE'colletes

into the one multicampus:institution.
-

We-hav'e already hinted at some, of the advantages with ihis.pattern.

Briefly.it oflirs the possibility of more effective.lOng-range planning,

the poreeffective pramotion of diversity, the advantages of concentrating-

external relations, devel;;iiiint<of_hettermahatement practices, more .

effective shared use of facilitiee;'and greeter flexibility with regard to

the movement of staff, students and programmes from one site to another.

But there are some potential disadventagei - an extra layer of management,

a council further removed from campuses and, students; and-loss ofSOme

measure of independence by:campuses. Of course, in practice it.would
. .

. .

depend on the particular structure set.up; and'on the distribution Of power.,

between the central administration and campuses.

(e) Commissions of experts, or of, Community representativet?

We have alreidy.noted.that statutory authorities may-differ sreatly

among themselves.on'a number of dimensions. Of thoie statutory authorities
-

.

concerned specially with post - secondary education,- one importint'difference.

relates to membership of the governing couhcil or board. In brief, this

can be expressed 'as an alternative between a board orcommiesiop made up

largely or.entikkly_Of exper4,_o_one_drawn largely'r entirely;krom

commUnity representation in a broad sense, althotIgh In. fact there Aie a

wide range of possibilities with regard to membership composition.

Representation of experts from universities, and colleges may provide

a co-ordinating body with important skills and knowledge (e.g. detailed

'information on institutions being coordinated and. their programmes,

31
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2 9

: 1 .

, informed'judgment on academic proposals, knowledge about the organisation .
.

. . - .

. ,of.post-secondary,education in other countries, and information on how

proposed -policies might be accepted by academics). The inclusion of

university or College 'members on a.co-ordinatiiit,..authority. usually
,.... . -_ . . .

1 :tends to, increase the level of confidence of.academieSin that authority, .

...,..--

and on occasions it may help, to make*unpopuiar policies mor"a,Acceptable
.

7.._ .

. ::%.. on camPuses-. kepresentationoI public servants brings different1)14X still .

valuable expertise, and .also encourages governments to place greater
4

confidence in the recommendations of the commission or board concerned.

1

. c
RepresenratiOn of community people,- employers, union officials, people

. 1

prominent in dultural or artistic fields, members of profeisions or
1

professional associations - also brings expertise,.but Again of,a different
.

.

...

kind to that provided by academics .and public servants. But as will;
1 ,., s

\ \4 _

such represen4tion can serve other Objectives; for example, it can provide. ..

si,

a channel for' community opinions, a link with emplOyment, a desirable

balance to.acad\emits and professionals, and a sounding board for academics
1

and professiona to try out possible polcies. ._.
.

.

.. .--
. .

.
.

The 'actual composition and 'Size of,the various cOordinating authorities
1 .

A. . ,,

.

lor,post7sicondary edueation that have 'operated'overthe past decade has,
1 29

varied markedly.. This isdemontstrated elelrly in the:accompanying table,
-

which se out the membership composition 11974 of those co-ordinating. '

I .; ,

-agencies pitn responsibilities for advanced education..
.

.. ..
.

FrOM this table it ill be noted

from 9 to 31 members'. In composition

to whether or not college'principals,
s

29

that the, size of authorities .varied
. ..

. A
the most'sharp differences related

)acollege academic taff, a d-college ;.

coUncil'members were included, and.whether or.nOt representation was
\ \

1

provided:for members\of parliament. For those authorities-with responsi-

bilities solely fOr.advancedveducation-(i.i:, all with the exception of the

Western Australian Tertiary Education CommissionSthe proportion of the ..
..

. _

part-iimeiMemher from outside CAEs varied between 61. pe r. cent and 84 per
1

. . 1

,

.

.

. What is th desirable balance,between academic, government and .community .

4...

representation. whit is the best aize-for a commission or board with
1 ,

reapeOt to the number.of\members? There are no simple answer to the questions.

'

A I*
reproducedfroi C.S. Raman and C. Selby Smith,. Someis table

CUrrent Tren4s and riSues!in.the Governance of\AustrAian Colleges of . ...4

I Advanced Educationl Th'aAusiralian Journal of Advanc6dIdimation,Ao: 20,'
\\. No. 2, June 1976,.pAi1414
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TABLE
P

CoMpositIon.ofiCo-ordinating Authorities Concerned
with Advanced Education,-1974

.1%

'-'Number In. Each Category
.

Qld
-BAE

.NSW
AEB VIC

,

Chairman, Dep.Ch. 2 3 *.

College principals 2. 2

College academic, staff 7 .

College council members.
1

PUblic servants

Members of Parliament 3'

Industry, professionq 3 lb,

University 2 4

Other 3

. .

. .

Tdtal

VIC SA 14A Comm ; f
*SCV BAE 'TEC Adv..Ed.

/.

.3 ' ,.2

4. 31 . 3

t3 2

'.2

.J 2 .3'

1-'
3 I,

3 4

3

4 I

11. : 31 30 16

,r.

Notes:

1.. This table wai-comidled from records held by the Commission on A.
Advanced-Education. .At the time it is possiblweame \
were. vacant.

\P
'

The categorTIChairman, Dep.Ch.' includes other full7time officers
euch'as deputy thairMen,iregiitrar, secretary4 The term !Public
servants'-includes-employees of other statutory autho ities.

, .
/

'3. In the case of SOuth Australia, the three' rincipals =elude a.
nominee of the Director of SAIL . ...

.

:4. In. the case of the
\

Western Austraiian Tertiary-Education Commission

.
the .Category 'Prit4cipalsi refers to heads of institutions.

.

. The ibbreviations sed above areas follows:

Qld BAE Queensland hoard of Advanced Edutation
NSW AEB ;New.South Wales-Advanced' Education Bbard
VIC VidtOria Institute' of Colleges
SCV' Stari College,of Victoria'

ISA BAE &Dab AustKalian'Board ofAdvanced.Education
WA TEp . Wegtern Australian Tertiaiy'Edueation.Commilsion

-:'Comm AdV.Ed CoMmission on Advanced 'Education

33
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It'ii clear,:- however, that the way in which different agencies work

and, their degreeof acceptance by governments, by colleges and univer-

sities and by the community are'influenced to a substantial degree by.

their membership-:size and.composition. As a result any substantial

changes are likely to produce important.pperailonal consequences. .For-
.

. .

,
. .

example, an increase in representation-of senior public-servants would
T.--

probably tend ,to draw a.board\closer to .government and other government .

departments-and agencies, and Possibly:bring useful additional expertise

and inforMation; but.it would in all probability reduce its acceptance

with academic staff in the_collegeaor universities.' Or again,:a board
. .

controlled entirely by lay Members may tend to win the 'confidence of

,governments more easily, but.it would probably be treated with scepticism,

and even hostility by.university and academics and. admigtistrators, and, .

to operate effectively, it would have to depend heavily'om,the advice of

professional saff.

In the United States research indicates a relationship between member-

ship compesition and the legal. powers of state co= ordinating boards,

According to Glenny:

The mount-of,legal power the board will have over the
institutions will be determined primarily by the .composition
of the board, whether it is composed of a majority, of
publit members or a majority. of members with a direct stake'
in collegiate Institutions. Boards controlled "by public
members tend to have final authority over important educational
policies; those controlled by 'collegiate members tend to
have advisory powers only. 30

No one hasyet investigated'whether a relationihIp along these lines.exiats

in this countrywithregard to federal and state co-ordinating agencies

for post-secondary education.. One problem ii that we do not-have the'sharp
.

differences.in.membership compositiOn betweenboards of academics and

boards of community leaders as found in the United States.; It is possible,"

j hoverer, that some governments in this country have been prepared to,give

/ substantial powers to agencies only on the wnditionthat college or
..r'

university representatives do not. constitute a
.

It is not possible here to spell out-the various consequences that may

flow from different sizes'and\membership compositions..aowever, 'three

1.

-

, 30 Lyman A. Glenny;4State Systemi and Plans for Higher Education. in .

YLogan.Wilson.(ed.)"iEmergig-Patterns,in American Higher Education,:American
,Council on Higher Education,,Washington, '1965, p..2.
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pdints need to -be made. First, ideally the number of members on a

board..or commission should be shfficient:to provide for some variety

of interests to be/represented'and.£ora range of different perspectives

and expertise do be available. If the statutory authority model is

chosen for a co-ordinating agency, it seems sensible to capitalise

on ihe.potentialtatrengths of this model -*greater independence, ability

to bring a range of Viewpoints and experience to decision making,.and,a

mgans'of decis,ion making likely to-gain fair acCeptanCe both from'govern-
:

ment and academics: Tirhaps the ,least satisfadtory statutory authority
I -

model for post-secondary education co-ordination would bethe single'

member authority i.e. the single full-time* commissioner. -Under'Such-an

arrangementfew if any of the potential advantages of the statutory

authority:would be realised, and:there would be.a high probability-of the'

commissioner being,fairly readily:manipUlated by government.. Second, in

general ismaller.authorities (of say six- -to twelve members) tend to operate

in a more informal fashion, while larger authorities tend.io'require

more fdrmal Meeting.prodeddres and to depend' more on,sub-Cpmmittees and

prOfessional staff. Third, there is some diVision of opinion whethei. it
t

(i.e. 'Vice-chancellors

to be members of.

provides useful

is.de'sirable for the executive heads of institutions

of universities, or principals or directors Of 'CAEs)

co4rdinating agencies. Such representation clearly

expertise. nirther, if aIl executive heads withina system are included

on the board Or, council it is sometimes possible to settle various
/

Problems around the conference table; and certainly communication between-

,institutions is improved. On the other hand, some wou.l.d argue that if
/
/a principal or vice-chancellor is a member.of a co.:Ordinitini agency, he

/ is
, placed in an.unenviable situation as Eat as the interests of his.own

. .

institution are concerned; as executive head it is his duty to do as well

as he can to advance theinterests of his own-institution, whereas any
.

do-Ordinesting'agency needs to -take a broader view. Then-too, if Somelbut-

f not all executive, heads are representedtsome institutions may have a
/

/
substantial Cand'possibly 'some'would say an unfair)_advantage over other

institutionwith regird to access to information. This problem can be

overcome by inclUding all executive heads,.but the evidence concerning the

Success of such boards is not encouraging; while there are somadlear .

advantages,'such,boards are often reluctant to take hard decisions affecting

one otmore institutions:. The -British UGC tradition: of. including professOrS,

but not vice-chancellors as' members - a tradition followed strictly'over

the years by ;the Australian Universities CoMMission - has quite .v.lot to-

commend it.
3,3

O
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~FUNCTIONS -OF CO- ORDINATION
.

. .

.

Our present post- secondary education co-ordinating agencies perform

a variety of functions. Some are clearly specified,Jor them in legis-

ltion, while others ha4e been given to them _by ministers, or-have been
,

accepted to meet perceived needs or at the request of colleges or

universities. Briefly the'main functions appear to be:

a) provision of advice to ministers and governments on needs.

And policies;

b) provision of advice, support and encouragementto individual

institutions, partiCularly new and small institutions;
. .

c)' overall long-term planning'to.meet the higher education needs
_

of society;

d) scrutiny of financial-and academic proposals from institutions.

.and (in the case of federal agenCies) from states', and fOrr

mulation of recommendations on the basis of these (This

involves decisions on the allocation of funds between sectors,
.

institutions, and programmes, and on'the allocation of new

programmes-andunctions between institutions);'

'e) approval and supervision -o° capital works projects;

f) course approval. and accreditation ;':.

g) programme review;
.

h) financial and administrative supervision (this sometimes involves

controls over senior staff appointments, staff.establishments,

_and conditions of employment);,
. .

i) .spe*cial investigations, eitherself-initiaied.or.carried out at.'

the request of the minister;

j) collectionand 'dissemination of statistical inforMation; and-

k) consultation with other bodies.

. .

The precise functions carried out by any .agency, of course, vary
. .

according to whether it operates at federal or state levels; and whether

it has responsibility for one or *more sectors of post-secondary education.
.

The functioni carried out by any agency in addition depend% as-mentioned

previously, on its formal.risponsibilitieslaid dowrebylegislatiqn or.

dharter, and also by decisions made bythat agency in the past.

The'above long list of functions raises a number of issues. Fot

examplec'which of the functions.should hive the highest ptiority at i'
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particular kevel of government?. On thewhole, it is probably true that,

for vod repsons, our co-ordinating agencies have tended to put most

emphasis on
7
short-term planning and management functions. Glenny and'

. .

others,-however, suggest that the, key function for a co-ordinating agency

should be"long-term planning. With respect to the United States they

write:

I

O

Planning,is the most impOrtant function of-statewide.
co-ordination, for it provides the operational base and
guidelines for which all other functions constitute
implementing. instruments... The quality of co-ordination
itself reflecii the quality and continuity of the planning
effort.31

If planning is to be .such a key function iti.is. necessary that co-ordinating

agencies have the appropriate resources to carry out this function'. This'.

means not only financial resources and access' to information, but also

highly imaginative and creative.staff with a' flair for the art of 'planning

and highly sensitive to both academic needs and political realities. Are

there other functions apart-from planning that could possibly be given

.greater emphasis today? _One poSsibility is programme .review.. In New

York State, for instance; authorities are engaged in a longrterm thorough

review of doctoral prograMmes,.concentratiAg on a smallnumber of'

disciplines each year. .Here possibly the main need ii forrevieW of
3.-

undergraduate programmes in both universities And CAEs. With the rather

dismal futureprospects both with regard-to funding andenrolmentslone
. .

clear need appears to be to look carefully at-courses in ell fields., and

particularly where enrolments are declining or where costs are'far higher

than average.

SOME OTHER PROBLEMS

.

Three other problems deserve special mention. Theyare'the ;character
.

. .

of relations between co-ordinating agencies on-the one. hand and-colleges

and universities on the other; staffing of co-ordinating agencies;-and the

..r^lationship.between co-ordination and the, educational enterprise:. Each

4of.these will be dealt with separately.

(a) ,Relations between co- ordinating agencies and educational institutions

e.,

In any .do-otdinated,system of.post-secondary education, some degree

of tension and conflict between the .co-or.dinating.agency_and:...tge_eduaional_

institutions for which it has responsibilities is probably unavoidable.,

31 Lyman A.Glenny et al., Coordinating Higher Education for the '70s,
Center for Research and. evelopment in Higher Education', University of
California, Berkeley, 1971, p. 5. 37
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Eut it :'is desirable 'that such tension and conflict should be reduced

to a minimum. Unfortunately,'in some cases in. this country' at .state

level relations between beards and institutions (particularly-CAEs)

have left quite, a bit to be desired. Here we cannot inquire in detail

into, the various causes or possible causes of such frictien and atrain.

In most cases, there has been probably.some degree of fault on, both

What can be done towards achieving the best posiible relations

between co-ordinating agencies and institutions. First; on 4,th sides

.there needs to be a clear recognition that for post-secondary education

to prosper in the current context there must be an effective 'partnership

-between institutions and government. ,Governmeneand its agencies haVe

a clear right and duty to participate in some of the substantive issues

regarding higher education. Collage and university administrators and

staff could often be more ready to recognise this. On the other hand,

academics too have rights and responsibilities. Inparticular they have

a right and respon'sibi'lity to protect academic freedom and endeavour to

secure the greatest degree of institutional autonomy that is possible,

particularly in matters of procedural .control: People in government and

government agencies often do not recognise this fully., and tendat times

to treat post-secondary educational institutions as any other goVernment

agency. Both sides then have rights and responsibilities, and if the system

-is to work' well this has to be recognised on both sides. Neither side

can push. its rights and responsibilities to the limit, othceryise the

otbei:Mil; be unnecessarily restricted and the'enterprise ofhigher education

'Join inevitably suffer. Only with co-operative attitudes on both sides

and mutual trust can a system of co-ordination such as we have and need:,.

work'smoothly and. effectively.

A second area that needi attention in order to" attempt to improVe.
.

relations is the' actual decision-areas Over which co- ordinating bodies
o

exercise control or partial control. The essential_problem j.sto determine

which interferences' by the state constitate necessary safeguards pf 'the-

'public interest and to the interests .of c011iges and universities generally.

In general I consider that the onus thould.be on governments and their

agencies tbhow that each partitular.inEerfereitis necessary in order

to safeguard-public'interestand'achieve the goals, of the "higher or college..
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education system as a whole. From time to time it seems 'desirable

that there should be some, reassessment of areas of government inter-

ferences in-colleges anduniversitiee. Now that:the CAE system has

developed considerably Some controls on it could possibly be abandoned,

whileothers could well be modified. Still agaid other areas which are

not controlled at present-may require government interference. In the.

United States It has been found in a number of states that-detaile

administrative and financial controls are, often 'a hindrance to'gOod

manageMent and'good higher education than a necessary safegberd to the

public interest' .32 'Many students of higher education there'consider....

that-the financial and administtative controls on, colleges and universities

beyondreivired-post-auditof appropriated -funds should be nomore than

demonstrably necessary for good state budget practices,and collection of

statistics. Berdahl supports this view and writes:

According to modern theories:of good administrative
priCtices,-the officials responsible Shoutld be delegated
maximum power and resources to carry out policies and thin

- held strictly accountable of ter the: fact. If such broad
administrative discretion leads to an occasional instance
of institutional mismanagement, the Snswer....is not to
abrogate the discretion but-to replaee,the administrators._
Presidents have no tenure and trustees have limited terms.
But...the higher quality of the administrator...attracted
by an institution which has beengiVen room for 'creative
administration' will more than compensate'for the isolated
case of mismanagement.33

In the Australian CAE sector administrative and financial controls

are one area that appear.to require re-assessment.-Another is the control

that some co-ordinating agencies have over the appointment of principals

and senior academic staff.

_
A third area where-changes might be, made to improve relations 'is the

mechanisms of co-ordinatiOn. Ideally the mechdnisms should be so structured
. .

to facilitate the maximum degree of personil.contactlbetween persons:on

both - sides, and to encdurage.Co-operation. They also should be structured

to achieve'effective.communication and understanding. Some state agencies.
, .

have established regular newslettersto inform idstitutions of decisions

made, and of otherdevelopments. But perhaps more could be done to improve

Communications. Possibly the actual agendas,and,minutes of meetings could'

32 Berdahl, p. 10.

'33 erdahl, p. 11.. 39
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be made- available to institutions. Perhaps_ principals or vice-

chancellors Could be allowed to attend meetings as observers. Perhaps

communication from colleges or"agencies could be improved with a

principalso. advisory council to the state' board.. Perhaps better

,understandings could be achieved by secondment of administrative staff

'froni colleges and universities to co- ordinating bodies and vice-vetsa.:

possibly more could be-done to achieve effective co-ordination

through providing incentives, and. encouraging colleges and.universities

within state systems to o-operate to.devise appropriate- solutions to

some particular identified problem.

(h Staffing
!

.

One imajor problem for any co-ordinating agency s to secure and

retain high quality staff with appropqate skills. This includes staff

at various levels from that of full time chairman .down.

This problem is one that appears, to face co-ordinating agencies.in

most Western countries. From the basis of'a national 'study of statewide

co-ordination in theUnited Btates,Berdahl reports:

The importance of- having an outstanding agency director
and a highly qualified professional staff hasbeen reiterated
in the literature to the point of tedium. Yet our interviews
in state after state revealed that acquiring and holding of.
competent staff is still a key problem for statutory' cc- : )

-.ordineting agencies. .Part oUthe difficUlty is a matter of
-Salaries and status; part of it is the scarcity of persons
who combine political.ikill and-educational knowledge and
at the same time Willing to work in a sensitive area which
has no definite career- ladder or training ground. 34'

Thesewords could well have' been*Used to describe the Australian scene.

The particUlar problems which face Australian agencies need. to be

spelt out in some' detail. .Firstt.senior.staff posts require special
%.

skills and knowledge. Ideally a person appointed should have a,good.
.

-- knowledgeof-higher-education.and of government an ability to set on-. =
.2

e

with others; a good political judgment, and specialised financial or'other

quakties are especially' desirable for' appointments to

the post of full-time chairman. Yet persons with suCh.quilities as-

outlined and willing .,to aCcept.ippointment are often in, very short supply.

34 Berdahl, p. 65.
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_Many vice-chancellors or CAE-principals appear.not,to be. willing ',
...,.

,. .

to leave their posts to head a co-or dinatIng agency. Second, there 7,7"----
0

is-sometimes a problem with-regard to salary'leveri\and publid service
..

. ,

. rules. This applies mainly to middle level appointments. Frequently
N

ntgood staff cannot be attracted.because,the level, of appoiment and ,

l'
salary is too low. A related pioblem-is that the status.and sataries

of middle level agency officeri are sometimes considerably below that
.

of the college and university- administrative staff with who they deal °A, 'p

frequently. This can cause problems. Third, for some
\
agency staff '

. ,
. -.

career expectations are a problem. Possibly ,this could be sofimd by
,..

. .

greater,uke of secondment of staff from uhiverSities,or c011eges0\4, or

by greater staff. exchanges between agencies and institutions\:.

.(c) Co- ordination and the educational enterprise, \
\

At times-there iss-a tendedcy to think. that the educational en rprise
\.

shbuld'be made to fit some particular administrative arrangement, and

at times educational innovations are resisted because they threaten an

existing adminiStrative structure. 'Of course, in deciding whether Some

,proposed innovation shouldile aaepte .it is desirable that administrative

implications should be considered. At the same 7time;-I suggest the rule .

. of thumb should be that as far as-Oossibt administrative arrangements-

should fit the needs-of the educition enterprs, rat er than -the reverse. .


